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3. sharemouse. ShareMouse License Generator Powered by1 ShareMouse is a software which allows
users to share all the activities they have on their own computer with family, friends and colleagues.

It helps in data transfer from a computer to another to, say, share large images or movies, or
transfer the keyboard/mouse settings from one computer to another without re-installation. With
ShareMouse you can share your documents, your favorites, your presentations, your music, your

videos, your photos, your applications and more. ShareMouse is a free download. By using
ShareMouse you can share your screen, keyboard and mouse between two computers. ShareMouse

provides you a software with a simple interface, which will help you in data transfer between two
computers. You can transfer data by using any of the following methods: Drag & Drop-Drag and drop
your data from one PC to another. Drag & Drop means that you can drag any of the files from your

system to any other system and transfer them to the other system. You can even drag and drop any
window on top of the other and transfer its activities between the two computer systems. Save
Image-All the objects on a screen can be saved on your image file. You just have to click on the

picture button and you can save the image of your desktop. Drag to Windows Desktop-All the objects
on a desktop can be dragged and dropped to any windows desktop. This is very helpful in

transferring the windows desktop between the two computers. Drag & Drop a Windows Desktop-All
the windows can be dragged and dropped from your window desktop onto any other computer. As a
result, the window desktop will be shared between the two computers. Setups-ShareMouse allows

you to share the keyboard and mouse set-ups between the two computer systems. This means that
all the computer activities, like keystrokes, mouse clicks, windows dialogs will be shared between

the two computers. You can also bring it's setting to the system where the driver is already installed.
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